Every day you see things worth remembering.
Here’s an easy way to make yourself a minibook to carry in your pocket—so that you can
write stories about and draw pictures of all the
amazing things you do and see.

Here’s
•
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•
•

d:
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a

paper
scissors
a pencil
your brain

Just follow these simple steps:
1.

6.

Start with your paper
like this

11.

Fold it in half
one more time

7.

2.
Fold your paper in half

Turn it over and
lay it down so it
looks like this:

12.
Unfold it just once
Fold it in half away
from the cut . . .

8.

3.

Unfold it

4.

. . . so that it
looks like this:

Cut along the middle
fold until you reach the
other middle fold
9.

Turn it so it looks
like this

13.

14.

Fold the front down

10.

5.

Fold it in half
the other way

Flip it over and fold the
other side down

Now fold it closed
to make your book!
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underpants
a smiley face
a book with a green cover
something with buttons
a picture of an animal
something that feels cold
a dark place
THIS: (draw your picture below)

a light bulb
the number 7
something purple
something made out of wood
a place I can see my reflection
a hiding place
something fuzzy
THIS: (draw your picture below)
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a blue coat
a car with a stripe on it
a woman with something in her hair
an antenna
a bug
a place where water has collected
something with wheels that isn’t a car
THIS: (draw your picture below)

AT HOME










My
Quasi-scientific
survey of things
i’ve seen

In My Room

a triangle
something shiny
a piece of bark
something that squeaks
a flower
someone with curly hair
a kid I asked a question to
THIS: (draw your picture below)

something white
something wet
the letter H
a toy
fingernail clippers
something that wouldn’t look weird in
a room that wasn’t the bathroom
 THIS: (draw your picture below)








In the bathroom

 a man with a mustache or beard
 a librarian who helped me with
something
 a mouse
 a window I can see a car from
 a cozy place to read
 a recommended book
 THIS: (draw your picture below)

at the library

AT THE PLAYGROUND out in the world










a scavenger hunt book by

